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Scandal ... Brits forced to claim for PPIs
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THOUSANDS of Brits are having their lives put on hold in the latest scandal
linked to the mis-selling of Payment Protection Insurance (PPI).
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Around 1,500 people a month battling to clear debts under an Individual Voluntary Arrangement
face delays in coming off the insolvency register, after being forced to claim for PPIs they DON’T
have.

Five ways to get
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IVA providers now routinely ask all debtors to sign reclaim documents to begin the claims process,
even if they are adamant they have no PPI on credit, says Andy Davie of web forum iva.co.uk.
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People cannot be released from their IVA and resume normal life until the PPI claim has been
settled or rejected.
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But the backlog of claims means even people
who have completed their IVAs are remaining on
the register for up to a YEAR longer than normal,
preventing them from rebuilding their credit rating
and moving on with their lives.
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Often dubbed “bankruptcy light”, IVAs are formal
contracts which let debtors pay off creditors over
a five-year period.
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Five things you
need to know
about ISAs

Unlike bankruptcy, debtors are able to keep their
home but all their disposable income must be
paid into the IVA to settle debts.

CASHFLOW’S five
reasons you should opt
to save with ISAs

The number of people entering IVAs is up eight
per cent on last year as more people feel the
economic squeeze.
Andy estimates up to two thirds of the 30,000
people a year taking out IVAs have been made to
reclaim, with an average extra wait of three to six
months.
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He said: “People who are coming to the end of
their IVAs are having to wait on completion
because of the PPI reclaims.

TAKE note of important
info before you splash
out on the plastic

Warning ... Andy Davie

“They are having to agree to the PPI refund process even if they swear blind that they never took
out PPI.
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“An IVA can be a very hard solution, with all of your disposable income paid into it for five to six
years.
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“People want completion so that they can start rebuilding their lives and credit rating.”

HERE'S some top tips
on getting cover for
your car

Earlier this year figures from the Building Societies Association showed speculative claims for PPI
refunds, where claims firms did not know if a customer had PPI, had rocketed by 247 per cent in
just six months.
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Bogus claims have been blamed for clogging up the refund system and slowing down payments for
genuine customers.
Banks have set aside £10BILLION to fund the claims.

How to get the
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PPI policies were sold to customers to protect them if they ever defaulted on a loan, mortgage or
credit card when they were made redundant or fell sick.
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But hundreds of thousands of punters were sold them when a claim was virtually impossible.
Others did not even know they had “bought” the policies.
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Andy added: “On the iva.co.uk forum we are seeing more and more people complaining about this
delay with many saying they have been waiting over a year.

How to claim
back mis-sold
PPI

“Having the goalposts moved has been very frustrating for people and poor communication, and an
uncertain closure date, have made many people very angry.”

TOP lawyer's advice on
mis-sold Payment
Protection Insurance

Find out more at iva.co.uk.
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Fortunes up in smoke

CASHFLOW shows
you how to save an
average of £200 a year

THIS month is Stoptober, an NHS-led campaign to encourage smokers to ditch the fags and save a
packet.
The average 20-a-day smoker could save more than £2,600 a year by quitting. Even a ten-a-day
puffer would grab back enough in a year to pay for a Caribbean cruise for two.
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Putting the cash into a tax-free ISA would be great for your financial health.
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Online fakers bank on small changes
THE number of fake bank websites is rising by three per cent every month as criminal gangs try to
lure customers into handing over their details, according to research by web antivirus firm
Bitdefender.
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Fake sites usually copy the logos and banners of well-known firms, but will have a slightly different
URL address.

DESPITE high prices,
there are still affordable
properties

For instance, the Royal Bank of Scotland’s rbs.co.uk may be portrayed as r-b-s-online.co.uk – which
is close enough to fool some customers.

- PARTNERSHIP mortgages, where lenders take a percentage of the profit when a homeowner
sells a house, could be the way forward for Brits who have had applications for a traditional
mortgage rejected.
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You can learn more at castletrust.co.uk.
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